Systems requirements and whitelisting

Pearson Places brings all of Pearson's digital learning tools into one, easily accessible, online location. Before you start using it to plan, teach and learn, you can check which domains and IP equivalents to whitelist, and which system requirements are needed so that you have full functionality for Pearson Places and all of its applications.

System requirements

Internet browsers
We recommended these browsers:
• The latest versions of Chrome and Firefox (Mac OS X 10.6.8 or higher and Windows 7 or higher)
• Safari 7 and higher (Mac OS X 10.8 and higher)
• Edge (Windows 10)
• Chrome on the latest version of Chrome OS
• Safari on the latest version of iOS
• The latest version of Chrome on Android 4.0.x or higher

We don’t recommend these browsers:
• Internet Explorer 11 (Windows 7, 8.1)

To have the best experience with Pearson Places, we suggest always keeping your chosen browser up-to-date. You’ll have access to the latest features. And you’ll get improved security and performance.

Mac and PC
Internet connection: stable and reliable 2 Mbps broadband connection (home)
Processor: 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or better
OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10; Mac OS 10.6.8 (Snow Leopard) and above
Memory: 2 GB RAM (4 GB or higher recommended)
Screen resolution: 1024x768 or higher

Mobile devices
Pearson Places has a responsive design – which means it adapts to most screen sizes. It will work on a smartphone (iPhone, Samsung Galaxy), but we wouldn't recommend this as an ideal device to learn because of the small screen size. Tablets are an ideal device for using Pearson Places.

Connectivity
Wi-Fi connection and/or 3G or better mobile data access (data charges may be incurred if using your device on a cellular network).
Recommended internet connection speed for this would typically be 10Mbps.

Apple iPad
iPad 4, iPad Air 1 and above, iPad mini 2 and above, iPad Pro.
Browser: Safari on the latest version of iOS.

Android tablet
Optimised for Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 10.1 running Chrome on Android 4.2.2
Device compatibility: Android tablets from major manufacturers (Samsung, Google)
Browser: Chrome on Android 4.0.x or above
Processor: ARMv7 or later at 1GHz or higher
Display: A minimum width of 768dp is recommended (approximately an 8-inch display). For smaller tablets, like the Google Nexus 7 (600x960dp display), we recommend using your landscape orientation.
Whitelisting

Please whitelist the below domains and the IP equivalents before accessing Pearson Places:

- google-analytics.com/analytics.js
- analytics.google.com
- cognito-identity.us-east-1.amazonaws.com
- cdn.gloss.pearson-intl.com
- pearsonplaces.com.au
- lightbook.pearsonplaces.com.au
- progresstracker.pearsonplaces.com.au
- api.lightbook.pearsonplaces.com.au
- assets.lightbook.pearsonplaces.com.au
- google-analytics.com
- cdn.mathjax.org
- fonts.gstatic.com
- googletagmanager.com
- https://auth.pulse.pearson.com/sso/assert

Or any web pages that have the following extensions:

- *.gls.pearson-intl.com
- *.gls.pearson-intl.com/foxit-webpdf-web/pc
- *.cloudfront.net
- *.pearson.com
- *.iam.pearson.com

Some features in Lightbook and Lightbook Starter, like the interactive questions and process tracker, are supported by Learnosity. For a list of the domains they require to be whitelisted, please see the following Learnosity FAQ: https://docs.learnosity.com/developers/developerguide/whitelisting

If you have any difficulties or need assistance, please contact us;

Phone: 1800 656 685  Email: help@pearson.com.au